Recently, answering keyword queries on graph data has drawn a great deal of attention from database communities. However, most graph keyword search solutions proposed so far primarily focus on a single query setting. We observe that for a popular keyword query system, the number of keyword queries received could be substantially large even in a short time interval, and the chance that these queries share common keywords is quite high. Therefore, answering keyword queries in batches would significantly enhance the performance of the system. Motivated by this, this paper studies efficient batch processing for multiple keyword queries on graph data. Realized that finding both the optimal query plan for multiple queries and the optimal query plan for a single keyword query on graph data are computationally hard, we first propose two heuristic approaches which target maximizing keyword overlap and give preferences for processing keywords with short sizes. Then we devise a cardinality based cost estimation model that takes both graph data statistics and search semantics into account. Based on the model, we design an A* based algorithm to find the global optimal execution plan for multiple queries. We evaluate the proposed model and algorithms on two real datasets and the experimental results demonstrate their efficacy.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, web search technology has developed into a multi-billion-dollar industry that serves answers to hundreds of millions of users each day. Users, in turn, have come to rely on search engines for an ever-increasing share of their information and other needs, in the process supplanting many other printed, electronic, and human information resources. Similarly, there is a clear trend that database service providers are also eager to provide their data consumers a keyword search interface for exploring many different types of information, including web sites, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. books, news, videos, product information and technical documents. Keyword search has been extensively studied in the field of database, e.g., relational database [1, 9] , XML database [16, 22] , graph database [2, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17] as well as spatial database [4, 6] . However, all the above existing work focused on single query processing in keyword search. They design their algorithms and indices based on the performance of answering single keyword queries. Such single query based techniques are not enough to support real query processing systems due to several reasons. Normally, a query processing system should support multiple types of users. For example, beyond general users, a third-party company as an important data consumer may perform significant analysis and mining of the underlying data in order to optimize their business by issuing a group of queries as a batch query. Here, the third-party company may be an industry sector collecting their interested data from online databases, a researcher comparing the scientific results from scientific databases. In all the cases, the batch of queries issued from the third-party company are used to mine information from the databases and optimize their business or targeting benefit. It is also important that such a query processing system is designed with the goal of returning results in fractions of a second for a large number of queries to be received in a very short time. Recently, domain-specific search engines have been widely used as they provide specific and profound information that well satisfies users' search intentions. Usually, the underlying data is highly structured, and in most cases, is represented as graphs. We observe that for a popular domain-specific search engine, the number of keyword queries received could be substantially large even in a short time interval, and the chance that these queries share common keywords is quite high. Therefore, answering keyword queries in batches would significantly enhance the performance of domain-specific search engines. However, most graph keyword search solutions proposed so far primarily focus on a single query setting.
In this paper, we study the problem of batch processing of keyword queries on graph data. Our goal is to process a set of keyword queries as a batch while minimizing the total time cost of answering the set of queries. Batch query processing (also known as multiple-query optimization) is a classical problem in database communities. In relational database, Sellis et. al. in [20] studied multiple SQL query optimization. The key idea is to decompose SQL queries into subqueries and guarantee each SQL query in the batch can be answered by combining subset of subqueries. However, it may incur a challenging issue to maintain the intermediate results of all the possible subqueries, which leads to expensive space cost and extra I/O cost. To do this, Roy et. al. in [18] evaluated the tradeoff between reuse and recomputation of intermediate results for subqueries by comparing pipeline cost and reusing cost. In addition, Jacob and Ives in [10] addressed the problem of interactive keyword queries as a batch query in relational database. In their work, the keyword search semantics is defined by the candidate networks [9] , which requires to know the relational data schema in advance. Batch query processing was also studied in other contexts, e.g., spatial-textual queries [5] , RDFSPARQL [13] , and XQueries [3] .
After investigating batch query processing in different contexts and single keyword query processing in graph databases, we observe that all the existing techniques cannot be applied to our problem -batch keyword query processing on graph data. The main reasons come from the following significant aspects. (1) Meaningful Result Semantics: r-clique can well define the semantics of keyword search on graph data as rclique can be used to discover the tightest relations among all the given keywords in a query [12] , but there is no existing work that studies batch query processing with this meaningful result semantics; (2) Complexity of the Optimal Batch Processing: it is an NP-complete problem to optimally process multiple keyword queries in a batch. This is because each single query corresponds to several query plans, and obviously we cannot enumerate all the possible combinations of single query plans to get the optimal query plan for multiple queries; (3) Not-available Query Historic Information: unlike the batch query processing [23] , we do not have the assumption that we know the result sizes of any subqueries before we actually run these queries because this kind of historic information is not always available.
Although we can simply evaluate the batch queries in a pre-defined order and re-use the intermediate results in the following rounds as much as we can. But there is no guarantee the batch queries can be run optimally. To address this, we firstly develop two heuristic approaches which give preferences for processing keywords with short sizes and maximize keyword overlaps. Then we devise a cardinality estimation cost model by considering graph connectivity and result semantics of r-clique. Based on the cost model, we can develop an optimal batch query plan by extending A* search algorithm. Since the A* search in the worst case could be exhaustive search, which enumerates all possible global plans, we propose pruning methods, which can efficiently prune the search space to get the model based optimal query plan.
We make the following contributions in this paper:
• In this work, we propose and study a new problem of batch keyword query processing on native graph data, which is popular to be used in modern data analytics and management systems.
• We formalize the proposed problem, which is NP-complete.
To address it, we develop two heuristic solutions by considering the features of batch keyword query processing.
• To optimally run the batched queries, we devise an estimation-based cost model to assess the computational cost of possible sub-queries, which is then used to identify the optimal plan of the batch query evaluation.
• We conduct extensive experiments on DBLP and IMDB dataset to evaluate the efficiency of proposed algorithms and verify the precision of the cost model. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce preliminaries and formally define the problem. In Section 3, we present two heuristic rule based approaches, a shortest list eager one and a maximal overlap driven one. In Section 4, we propose a cost estimation model for estimating the cardinalities of r-join operations used for evaluating r-cliques. Based on this estimation model, we then discuss how to find the cost-based optimal query plan for multiple queries efficiently in Section 5. We show the experimental results in Section 6, and introduce the related work in Section 7. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 8.
PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM DEF-INITIONS
In this section, we introduce preliminaries and define the problem that is to be addressed in this paper.
Keyword Query on Graph Data
Native graph data. The native graph data G(V, E) consists of a vertex set V (G) and an edge set E(G). A vertex v ∈ V (G) may contain some texts, which are denoted as v.KS = {v.key1, . . . , v.keyz}. We call the vertex that contains texts content vertex. An edge e ∈ E(G) is a pair of vertices (vi, vj) (vi, vj ∈ V ). The shortest distance between any two vertices vi and vj is the number of edges in the shortest path between vi and vj, denoted as dist(vi, vj). Query processing for Single keyword query. Given a keyword query q = {k1, . . . , km} on a graph G, the answer to q is a set of sub-graphs of G, each subgraph is generated using an r-clique [12] of G, which is a set of vertices that contains texts that match all keywords in q and the distance between any two vertices in the r-clique is less than or equals to r. Given a query q on G, we can get a set of r-cliques, denoted RC(q, G). For example, Figure 1 shows a subgraph G of native graph data G. Given a query q1 = {k1, k2, k3, k4}, let r = 1. An answer to q1 is the thick vertex set in Figure 1 , in which the vertex set {v7, v8, v10} is a 1-clique. Figure 1 : An example graph G and the answer subsgraphs to q1 in the subgraph G Figure 2 (a) shows a query plan for q1. A query plan is an operation tree that contains two types of operations, one is a selection operation σ k i (G) that selects vertices on graph G whose texts match keyword ki, and the other is an r-join operation 1R that join two r-cliques of G. There could be many query plans to generate the final r-clique set based on the different processing order of r-joins. For simplifying the presentation, we use Figure 2 (b) to express the query plan shown in Figure 2(a) .
Figure 2: Query plans for single queries q1, q2, and batch multiple queries {q1, q2}
In order to make the selection σ k i (G) efficiently, we can build up an inverted list of vertices for each keyword contained in graph G. Then the cost of a selection is O(1). Therefore the main cost of a query plan depends on the costs of its r-join operations.
Batched Multiple-Keyword Queries
Consider a batch of keyword queries Q = {q1, . . . , qn} on a native graph G, it returns answers to each query qi ∈ Q.
A naive way to answer batched keyword queries is to run those queries one by one. For example we can run the query plans p(q1) and p(q2) shown in Figure 2 
can be shared by their upper-level r-join operations. Then the cost of this query plan p3({q1, q2}) is the summation of the cost of every r-join operations in the plan. Problem definition. Given a batch of keyword queries Q = {q1, . . . , qn} on a native graph G, our aim is to construct a query plan p(Q) opt for all queries in Q such that p(Q) opt requires minimum cost. It is a typical NP-complete problem [19] .
Finding the optimal query plan is non-trivial due to the following reasons.
• A single query corresponds to several query plans, and obviously we do not want to enumerate combinations of query plans for multiple queries to get the optimal one; and
is not proportional to the sizes of RC(K1, G) and RC(K2, G). Therefore, it is not easy to predict the size of RC(K1 ∪ K2, G).
HEURISTIC-BASED APPROACHES
We propose two heuristic approaches to target a "good" query plan and answer queries in the batch Q.
A Shortest List Eager Approach
We first propose an approach Basic whose main idea is to process every query in turn in the batch Q = {q1, . . . , qn}, and for each query qi ∈ Q it starts from the shortest list to eagerly join with existing intermediate results if they exist. It is clear that the algorithm Basic is better than the naive approach which simply processes the queries one after another while does not consider reusing processed intermediate results.
A Maximal Overlapping Driven Approach
The Algorithm Basic does not make full use of the shared (overlapping) keywords among all the queries in the batch Q. Therefore, in this section we propose a new approach based on the observation that more keywords often imply more Choose the precedent sharing factor sfc among SFc with maximal sfc · f req(sfc); 24 RC(sf, G) ←Cal(sfc);
25
Let k 1 , . . . , k v be keywords sf − sfc whose inverted lists are ranked in ascending order;
processing cost, and as a result, processing more frequently shared keywords first will benefit more queries. Before continuing, we define Sharing Factor first. Definition 1. Sharing factor. Given a batch query Q= {q1, . . . , qn}, for any two queries qi, qj ∈Q(i = j), we use the intersection of qi and qj to express their overlapped keywords, which is called sharing factor of qi and qj, denoted
Rule 2. Given a batch Q and let S be the set of sharing factors w.r.t. Q. For any two sharing factors SFi and SFj in S, RC(SFi, G) takes precedence over RC(SFj, G) if |SFi|·f req(SFi) > |SFj|·f req(SFj), where f req(SF ) is the frequency of SF in Q.
Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm Overlap based on Rule 2. Given a batch of queries Q, the algorithm Overlap first calculates all sharing factors among queries in Q. It chooses a sharing factor sf with maximal |sf |·f req(sf ) according to Rule 2 (line 5). Then in line 6 it calculates the intermediate result RC(sf, G) by invoking Cal(sf ), which recursively processes sharing factors whose keywords are subsets of the keywords in sf (lines [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . This intermediate result RC(sf, G) can benefit all factors whose keywords are supersets of the keywords of sf . Such benefit can be propagated to queries in Q. Therefore, the algorithm Overlap pushes all such sharing factors that can be benefited from computing sf into a heap (line 8). Finally, it calculates r-cliques of the benefited queries (lines 9-17) and removes these processed queries (line 14). The algorithm repeats the above process until all queries have been processed. Figure 3 shows an example illustrating the algorithm Overlap. Given a keyword query batch Q containing queries: q1 = {k1, k2, k3, k4}, q2 = {k1, k3, k4, k5}, q3 = {k2, k3, k4, k6}, q4 = {k1, k3, k4, k7}, q5 = {k3, k4, k6, k7}, q6 = {k3, k4, k6, k8}, and q7 = {k3, k4, k7, k9}, the Algorithm Overlap firstly calculates sharing factors, which are shown in Figure 3(b) .
In the first iteration, all the sharing factors {k1, k3, k4}, {k3, k4, k6}, and {k3, k4, k7} have the largest size-frequency product as 9 (see the first row in Figure 3(b) ). Without loss of generality, suppose {k1, k3, k4} is selected to evaluate first. It invokes Cal to calculate RC({k1, k3, k4}, G) as follows: since calculating it may require intermediate results of other sharing factors whose keywords are a subset of {k1, k3, k4}, CAL recursively finds the most promising sub-sharing factors of {k1, k3, k4}, i.e. {k3, k4} in this case (it is also the only sub-sharing factor). After {k3, k4} is processed, it goes back to the previous recursion state where {k1, k3, k4} is then processed by using the result of RC({k3, k4}, G). Finally CAL returns RC({k1, k3, k4}, G). Then the algorithm needs to process all queries that can benefit from RC({k1, k3, k4}, G) by pushing the sharing factors that are superset of {k1, k3, k4} into a heap, because these superset sharing factors can benefit from computing RC({k1, k3, k4}, G), i.e., {k1, k2, k3, k4}, {k1, k3, k4, k5}, and {k1, k3, k4, k7} are pushed into a heap. Then it processes each sharing factor s in the heap to calculate RC(s, G) and pushes its superset into the heap until its superset is an original query of the batch. After the first iteration, queries q1, q2, and q4 have been processed. In the second iteration, there are only four queries left, which are q3, q5, q6, and q7. Their sharing factors and corresponding frequencies are shown in the second row in Figure 3(b) . The algorithm chooses {k3, k4, k6} and q3, q4, and q5 can be answered based on {k3, k4, k6}. Finally, in the last iteration, since only q7 left, the algorithm chooses {k3, k4, k7} to support query q7. The blue lines in Figure 3(a) shows the final query plan by using the algorithm Overlap.
COST ESTIMATION FOR QUERY PLANS
The maximal overlapping driven approach tries to maximize the sharing of intermediate results. However, this does not mean the overall cost of the query plan is optimal. Therefore, we provide a cost-based solution to support multiple keyword query on graph, which mainly contains two parts: (i) estimating cost of a query plan, and (ii) generating global optimal plan based on the estimated cost.
In this section, we propose a cost model to estimate the query plan. The cost of a query plan is determined by the cost of involved r-join operations. Therefore, in Section 4.1 we analyse the cost of an r-join and in Section 4.2 we estimate the cardinality of an intermediate result of an r-join between two r-cliques. Finally we present our estimation cost model for a query plan.
Iterations Sharing factors and their frequencies 1 
Cost of an r-Join
In order to estimate the size of an r-join between two rcliques, we first illustrate our implementation of an r-join operation 1R.
Given two keyword sets Ki and Kj, let RC(Ki, G) and RC(Kj, G) be two r-clique sets for Ki and Kj, respectively. Algorithm 3 shows the implementation of an r-join operation between two r-clique sets RC(Ki, G) and RC(Kj, G). For any r-clique pair rc , rc (rc ∈ RC(Ki, G) and rc ∈ RC(Kj, G)), an r-join operation chooses vertex pairs v, v from the pair rc , rc such that dist(v, v ) ≤ r. In order to calculate dist(v, v ) efficiently, we pre-store all shortest paths between every two vertices in G into a shortest path set SP (G). Then the cost of the r-join
where ni and nj are numbers of r-cliques in RC(Ki, G) and RC(Kj, G), respectively. It shows that the cost of an rjoin operation is determined by its inputs RC(Ki, G) and RC(Kj, G).
Algorithm 3: rJoin Data: Two r-cliques RC(Ki, G) and RC(Kj, G)
FLAG← false; break;
10 return RC(Ki ∪ Kj, G);
Estimating Cardinality of an r-Join Result
We observe that given a query q, following the pipeline of r-join operations RC(q, G) can be derived by a recursive process as follows.
If q contains only one keyword k, the size |RC(q, G)| equals to the length of the inverted list L(k). So we only need to estimate the size of RC(q, G) = RC(q\{k}, G)1RRC({k}, G). RC(q, G) merges vertices from RC(q\{k}, G) and RC({k}, G), so that for any vertex v ∈ RC(q\{k}, G) and v ∈ RC({k}, G),
According to the r-join operation, we know that for a vertex v ∈ L(k), v cannot contribute to the result of RC(q, Estimating cardinality of an r-join between two inverted lists for keywords. We first consider the simple case where Q = {q1, q2}. Given a graph G, let L r v (k1) and L r v (k2) be the two valid inverted lists of keywords k1 and k2, respectively. Then |RC(q, G)| can be estimated as:
where 
to iteratively estimate the number of cliques in RC(q, G) when q has more than two keywords.
where |q|> 2 and (
|q|−1 is the probability pr(v).
Let a query plan p(q) w.r.t. a query q contains a list of r-join operations, then the final cost of p(q) is cost(P ) = o∈p(q) cost(o), where cost(o) is the cost of the r-join operation o ∈ p(q) (see Equation 1).
ESTIMATION-BASED QUERY PLANS
Based on the estimated cost of query plans, we could find a global optimal query plan by utilizing the state-of-the-art approach A* algorithm. By using A*, we could assess generated partial plans and only expand the most promising partial plan to find the global optimal plan based on estimated cost. In Section 5.1 we show how to construct a search space for A* algorithm, and in Section 5.2 we propose pruning approaches to reduce the search space to make the search more efficient.
Finding Optimal Solution based on Estimated Cost
In this section, we adopt the solution in [21] which is based on A* algorithm to model our problem as a state space search problem. Search space. The search space S(Q) for a query batch Q= {q1, . . . , qn}, can be expressed as: S(Q) = {P (q1) × . . . × P (qn)}, where P (qi) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a set of query plans for single keyword query qi, each of which contains a pipeline of r-join operations. Let a global query plan for the batch query Q have the form of p1 ∈ P (q1), . . . , pn ∈ P (qn) , where pi ∈ P (qi).
Therefore, each state si in the search space is an n-tuple pi1, . . . , pin , where pij is either a {NULL} or a query plan for the i-th query qi ∈ Q. The search space contains an initial state s0= N U LL, . . . , N U LL and several final states SF where each pij in a final state s f ∈ SF corresponds to a query plan for qi ∈ Q. The value of each state si = p1, . . . , pn equals to the summation of the cost of all query plans in si, i.e.,
The A* algorithm starts from the initial state s0 and finds a final state s f ∈ SF such that v(s f ) is minimal among all paths leading from s0 to any final state. Obviously, v(s f ) is the total cost required for processing all n queries.
In order for an A* algorithm to have fast convergence, a lower bound function lb(si) is introduced on each state si. This function is used to prune down the size of the search space that will be explored. When A* starts from si−1 and determines if it is worth to traverse a state si, it gets its lower bound lb(si) as follows:
where pre cost(si) is the minimal optimistic approximation cost of traversing the next state si from si−1. That is, starting from si−1, the A* algorithm needs at least pre cost(si) cost to arrive si, where a new query plan p for query qi is to be traversed. Let p contain a set of r-joins, then pre cost(si) = o∈p cost(o), where cost(o) is the minimal optimistic cost of the r-join. For each such an r-join, if it is shared in previous query plans in si−1, we do not need extra cost to compute it, therefore, cost(o) = 0; otherwise, suppose this r-join operation can be reused at most n l times by remaining queries from qi to qn, cost(o) = cost(o) n l (see Equation 6 ).
The cost(o) in Equation 6 is the estimated cost of o defined in Equation 1.
According to the above analysis, we propose our algorithm EstPlan based on A* algorithm as follows. If for any state sj (i = j), lb(si) < v(sj), EstPlan continues to traverse pointed from si, otherwise it jumps to state sj and continues traversing states pointed from sj since the best global plan that is derived from si cannot beat that of sj. Since the search space is tree structure and the lower bound we used is always less or equal to actual cost (assume reuse maximumly), the first global plan, generated by EstPlan that has lowest lower bound in all expanded states, is the global optimal plan based cost estimation model.
Reducing Search Space
In this section, we analyze how to reduce the search space of query plans. Recall, for a particular keyword query q in the keyword batch, we will eventually choose only one query plan to evaluate q. During the evaluation process, some plans in P (q) can be found as not promising to be the chosen plan for this particular keyword query, and therefore these plans can be safely pruned. We will introduce two Theorems serving as the pruning conditions. Theorem 1. Let pi, pj ∈ P (q) be any two query plans of the single query q. The plan pi can be pruned, if cost(pi) > cost(pj) and pi does not contain a sharing factor that is not contained in pj, i.e. SF (pi) ⊆ SF (pj) where SF (p) denotes all the sharing factors of plan p.
Proof. Basically, Theorem 1 requires both two conditions be met to prune pi, i.e., (a) cost(pi) > cost(pj) and (b) SF (pi) ⊆ SF (pj). We prove by contradiction.
Case 1: if cost(pi) ≤ cost(pj), apparently pi is less expensive than pj. Under the circumstance that pj does not have shared factors with other queries in Q. Plan pi is always better than plan pj. As a result, pi cannot be pruned.
Case 2: if SF (pi) ⊆ SF (pj), it implies there exists one sharing factor SF (SF ∈ SF (pi) and SF / ∈ SF (pj)) such that SF is shared with another query q ∈ Q, q = q . Since the computation of SF is shared between q and q , the actual cost(pi) must be less than expected and even may be smaller than cost(pj). Consequently, pi cannot be pruned.
To go further from the proof of Case 2 in Theorem 1, let SF be a sharing factor SF ∈ SF (pi) and SF / ∈ SF (pj), when pi is chosen as the query plan of q and pi is evaluated, the best case is that the intermediate result of RC(SF, G) has been computed in another query plan of q , and plan pi just simply reuses the result. In such case, the actual cost of pi is cost(pi) − cost(SF ). Accordingly, we have Theorem 2 as follows: Theorem 2. Let pi, pj ∈ P (q) be any two query plans of a single query q. Let SF (pi), SF (pj) denote the sharing factors of plan pi, pj respectively. The plan pi can be pruned,
Proof. If plan pi is less preferred than plan pj, it means that cost(pi) is absolutely larger than cost(pj). This implies that even in the best case where pi reuses as much shared computation of sharing factors as possible, pi is still more expensive than its counterpart plan pj. The largest possible reusable cost is
cost(SF ), which is the maximum cost that pi can save on the condition that the computation of the sharing factors in SF (pi)\SF (pj) has been done in other queries of the batch Q. The intuition is that, if pi's minimal possible cost is already larger than pj's maximal cost, pi can be pruned safely.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we implemented the Shortest List Eager Approach in Algorithm 1, the Maximal Overlapping Driven Approach in Algorithm 2, and A* based algorithm proposed in this paper. They are briefly denoted as Basic, Overlap and EstPlan respectively. Their performances are evaluated and compared by running them for different multiple query batches over two real datasets. All the tests were conducted on a 2.5GHz CPU and 16 GB memory PC running Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS. All algorithms were implemented in GNU C++.
Datasets and Tested Queries
Datasets. We evaluated our algorithms on two real datasets.
• DBLP dataset 1 . We generated graphs from DBLP dataset. The generated graph contains 37,375,895 vertices and 132,563,689 edges where each vertices represents a publication and each edge represents the citation relationships over papers.
• IMDB dataset 2 . We generated graphs from a processed IMDB dataset [7] . The vertices in the generated graph represent users or movies. There are 247,753 users and 34,208 movies. The edges in the graph represent relations between the users and the movies: users may rate movies or comments on movies. In the generated graph, the total edges consists of 22,884,377 rating relations and 586,994 commenting relations. Tested Queries. For each dataset, we randomly selected 100 keywords as a keyword set used for producing tested batch queries. Table 1 shows the frequency range of the keywords in each keyword set. We created batches with different ratios of shared keywords as follows. We randomly produced 5 subsets of keywords that are picked from the 100 keywords for DBLP dataset. Each subset contains a certain number of distinct keywords, i.e., 10 distinct keywords in the 1st subset, 15 distinct keywords in the 2nd subset, 20 distinct keywords in the 3rd subset, 25 distinct keywords in the 4th subset, and 30 distinct keywords in the 5th subset. For each subset of keywords, we randomly picked 3 to 7 keywords for individual keyword queries. By repeatedly working on each subset of keywords until we generated 50 keyword queries as a query batch. We iterated the above process and generated the tested batch queries for DBLP and IMDB dataset. We use the generated query batches as experiments input and report average results. In experimental studies, we fixed the size of multiple keyword queries in a batch, say 50. Therefore, varying the number of distinct keywords of the keywords subset from which the batch is generated varies the shared computations that the query batch contains. If the batch of queries are generated from a small subset of keywords (e.g., 10 distinct keyword in the subset), the shared computation contained in the batch is high; otherwise, shared computation of the batch is low. 
Evaluation of the Efficiency
We show the computational cost with some configurations in terms of the total running time for query batches. Parameters. Parameters that may affect the batch processing efficiency include: size of the dataset, r, and number of distinct keywords. In the following experiment configurations, the default configuration of dataset size is the full size of DBLP and IMDB, and the default configuration of r is 3, and the default number of distinct keyword in keywords subsets that generates query batches is 20. Scalability. We report the computational cost of batch processing algorithms: Basic, Overlap, and EstPlan, when we vary the dataset size of DBLP and IMDB. To demonstrate the benefit of batch processing algorithms, we also implemented a serial query processing algorithm, denoted as SERIAL. The size of DBLP data is from 600(MB) to 1800(MB) with interval of 300(MB). The data size of IMDB is from 128(MB) to 640(MB) with interval of 128(MB). We keep the other parameters as the default values (e.g., r=3 and the number of distinct keywords is 20). Figure 4 (a) and Figure 4(b) show that, the batch processing algorithms are one order of magnitude faster than SERIAL when we evaluated the batch queries on both DBLP and IMDB datasets. Speedup. Figure 4 (c) and Figure 4 (d) report speedups of batch processing algorithms w.r.t. algorithm SERIAL. Overall speaking, EstPlan outperforms all the other algorithms on both tested datasets, having the highest average speedup. When data size is small, the speedup of EstPlan is relatively close to Basic and Overlap. That is because the batch queries evaluation on small pieces of data is fast and the optimization overhead of EstPlan is non-trivial in this case. As the increase of the data size, the speedups of Basic, Overlap, and EstPlan grow, which demonstrates the advantages of batch processing algorithms. Due to the significant speedup of batch processing algorithms, for the rest of experiments, we only focus on reporting and discussing the results of batch processing algorithms. Varying r. We show how the running time will be changed when we vary the value of r while keeping the default set- ) show that, when r is no less than 3, EstPlan is much faster than all the other algorithms. When r is small, the r-clique computational cost is small, the optimization overhead of EstPlan dominates the overall running time. Because of that, we can see that EstPlan is close to than all the other batch processing algorithms when r = 2 in Figure 5(a) . With the value of r is increased, the running time of all algorithms sharply increase. This is because as r increases, there are more results to answer the keyword queries in a batch. Noticed that the average running time for IMDB is almost 10 times higher than DBLP. This is because the average connectivity of the graph generated from IMDB is much higher than the graph from DBLP. Varying the number of distinct keywords. We show how the running time varies with different numbers of distinct keywords contained in batch queries while r and the data sizes are set to be default values. Same as the above discussion, varying the number of distinct keywords is equivalent to approximately change the ratio of shared computation. Figure 5 (b) and Figure 5(d) show that the time consumptions of all algorithms grow when the number of distinct keywords increases. This is because the increase of the number of distinct keywords may lead to less amount of shared computation that can be taken advantage by Basic, Overlap and EstPlan.
The experiments demonstrate that the reuse of shared computations in a batch improves the efficiency of computation. The EstPlan outperforms all other algorithms in most configurations.
Evaluation of Effectiveness
In this section, we assess the effectiveness of our proposed cardinality based computational cost estimation model and the pruning effectiveness of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
For a given batch of queries, EstPlan first generates a plan for the batch query based on the proposed cost estimation model and then executes the queries or sub-queries based on the generated plan. The total time is used as the exactly computational cost of the batch of queries. To measure the effectiveness of the cost model, we also need to work out the ground truth plan. We run a large number of alternative plans for the batch and select the one consuming the minimal time cost. The selected plan is treated as the ground truth plan in our experiment. As such, the effectiveness of the cost estimation can be computed by the ratio of the time cost of running EstPlan to the time cost of running the ground truth plan. The ratio is always no less than one. The smaller value of the ratio means the effectiveness of our cost model is higher. This is because a small ratio represents our cost model based plan to be generated can closely approach the ground truth plan. Please note that the running time has excluded the plan generation time in this section.
For an individual query, there are some factors to affect its effectiveness in terms of cost estimation: the number of keywords in a query and the value of r. This is because the cost estimation relies on cardinality estimation where the cardinality estimation depends on r and number of keywords(Section 4). In the following experimental configuration, the default number of keywords is 4 and the default value of r is 3. Varying r. We show how the effectiveness of our cost estimation model varies with different values of r when the number of keywords in batch queries are set to be the default value. Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (c) show that, for both DBLP and IMDB, the ratio of the estimated time cost decreases when we vary the value of r from 2 to 5. As the lower ratio means higher effectiveness, the experimental study indicates that our cost estimation model based query plan can approach the ground truth plan for the query evaluation. This is because, when r is high, the results of r-cliques on the graph data generated from DBLP and IMDB tend to be Cartesian product of content vertices while the processed cardinality estimation equation follows the same tendency, which leads to more effective cost estimation. Varying average number of query keywords in query batches. We show how the effectiveness of the cost estimation model varies when the individual queries in the batch query contain more keywords, and r is set as the default value. Figure 6 (b) and Figure 6(d) show that, on both DBLP and IMDB datasets, the ratio increases with the increment of the individual query length. As we know the larger ratio means lower effectiveness of cost estimation. The experimental study implies that the effectiveness drops as the length of individual query increases. Varying the batch size. We also study how the effectiveness of cost estimation model varies when we change the batch size. r is set as the default value. We vary batch size from 50 to 90 with interval of 10. From the experimental study in Figure 6 (e) and Figure 6 (f), the ratio doesn't change a lot. The effectiveness becomes a bit low when we increase the size of query batches for both DBLP and IMDB. It says our proposed cost estimation model is stable when it is used for big batch queries or small batch queries. Pruning effectiveness of theorems. Here we show the effect of proposed pruning methods discussed in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. We adopt generation time of EstPlan that is used to get the optimal plan with inputs of: 1) pruned search space (denote as P) and 2) none-pruned search space (denote as NP). In Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7 (c), we compare their plan generation time with bathes having different amounts of shared computations. Figure 7 (a) and Figure 7(c) show that, by increasing the distinct number of keywords in batches (means deceases amount of shared computations contained in a batch), the plan generation time of EstPlan with pruned search space decreases while that of none pruned search space is irrelevant to amount shared computations contained in batches. This is because the pruning effect is associated with shared r-join operations and fewer sharing would result in higher pruning effectiveness. On the other hand, for the none pruned global optimal plan searching space, its plan generation is independent with keyword set size but is relevant to keyword batch size and keyword query length. It is noticeable that the plan generation time of EstPlan with pruned search space is averagely 5 time less than the plan generation time of EstPlan with none pruned search space. Figure 7 (b) and Figure 7(d) show that the pruning effectiveness in terms of the ratio of the average number of global plans in pruned space and the average number of global plans contained in none pruned search space. Obviously, the higher ratio will lead to the better pruning effectiveness. On both datasets, the ratio increases with the more distinct keywords in a batch (means deceases amount of shared computation contained in a batch), which represents the better pruning effectiveness. It is noticeable that the pruning effectiveness is over 0.75 on average for both DBLP and IMDB datasets.
RELATED WORK
We classify related works into two groups: (1) single keyword query evaluation on graph data and (2) multiple query (including SQL query, XML query and keyword query) optimization in databases. Single keyword query evaluation on graph data. The existing approaches aim at finding either steiner tree based answers or subgraph based answers. Steiner tree based answers [2, 8, 11] generates trees that cover all the search keywords and the weight of a result tree is defined as the total weight of the edges in the tree. Under this semantics, finding the result tree with the smallest weight is a well-known NP-complete problem. The graph-based methods generate subgraphs such as r-radius graph [14] , r-community [17] and r-cliques [12] . In an r-radius graph, there exists a central node that can reach all the nodes containing search keywords whose distance is less than r. In an r-community, there are some center nodes. There exists at least one path between each center node and each content node such that the distance is less than r. Different from r-radius and rcommunity, the r-clique semantics studied in this paper is more compact and does not required the existence of a central node. It refers to a set of graph nodes which contain search keywords, and between any two nodes that contain keywords, we can find a path with a distance less than r.
Nevertheless, all of the existing works focus on single query processing not multiple query processing. Although, the proposed indices in [8, 12, 14, 17] can be used for more than one query, but evaluation techniques are exclusively designed for one query a time. In other words, none of the existing works have studied utilizing possible reusable computations over multiple keyword queries and leveraging shared computations to improve the performance for multiple keyword query evaluation at run time. In this paper, we have studied these problems. Multiple query optimization in database. On relational data, multiple SQL query optimization have been studied in the early works [18, 20, 21] , in which the main focus is to smartly handle shared operations among SQL queries. These works decompose complex SQL queries into subqueries and consider reusing common subqueries based on cost analysis. On XML data, Yao et al [23] proposed a log based query evaluation algorithm to find the optimal plan to compute multiple keyword queries under SLCA semantics [22] . Recently, multiple keyword query optimization over relational databases (rather than native graphs) has also been studied [10] . This work assumes all the keyword queries haven been transformed into candidate net- works (which are similar to SQL query plans), and then multiple SQL query optimization techniques are used thereafter, i.e., common SQL query operations (or subqueries) in the candidate networks are considered. Different from the above works [10, 18, 20, 21, 23] , our problem focuses on native graph data where data does not have to be stored in relational tables and query results are modeled using rclique semantics. The solution of the previous works cannot be applied to our problem, because both the data model and the query semantics are different.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the new problem, batch keyword query processing on native graph data. r-clique is used as keyword query result semantics. We developed two heuristic algorithms to heuristically find good query plans, which are based on reusing shared computations between multiple queries, i.e. shortest list eager approach (reuse if possible), maximal overlapping driven approach (reuse as much as possible). To optimally run the batched queries, we devised an estimation-based cost model to assess the computational cost of possible sub-queries, which is then used to identify the optimal plan of the batch query evaluation. We have conducted extensive experiments to test the performance of the three algorithms on DBLP and IMDB datasets. Cost estimation based approach has been identified as the ideal solution.
